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Academie Francaise.

1822  DICTIONNAIRE DE L'ACADEMIE FRANCAISE, REVU, CORRIGE ET AUGMENTE

1839  COMPLEMENT DU DICTIONNAIRE DE L'ACADEMIE FRANCAISE . . Brussels:
       Societe Typographique Belgium, 1839.  333x234.  OCLC #18790624.

Accademia della Crusca.

1738  VOCABOLARIO DELGI ACCADEMIE DELLA CRUSCA . . Venice: Appresso Lorenzo
       Baseggio, 1738.  5 Vols.  243x180.

1738  VOCABULARIO DEGLI ACCADEMICI DELLA CRUSCA. QUARTA IMPRESSIONE.
       Florence: Appresso Domenico Maria Manni, 1738.  Volume Five Only of Six Parts in Five
       Volumes.  357x239.

Adam, T. B.

1891  AN ENGLISH-CHINESE DICTIONARY OF THE FOOCHOW DIALECT.  Foochow:
       Methodist Episcopal Mission Press, 1891.  179x112.

Addy, Sidney Oldall.

1888  A GLOSSARY OF WORDS USED IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF SHEFFIELD . .

1891  A SUPPLEMENT TO THE SHEFFIELD GLOSSARY.  London: English Dialect Society,
       1891.  224X146.  OCLC #3297377.

Adelung, Johann Christoph.

1774-86  VERSUCH EINES VOLLSTANDIGEN GRAMMATISCH-KRITISCHEN
       WORTERBUCHES DER HOCHDEUTSCH MUNDART . . Leipzig: Breitkopf und Sohn,
       1774-86.  5 Vols.  268x209.  OCLC #5011529.

1793-1801 GRAMMATISCH-KRITSICHES WORTERBUCH DER HOCHDEUTSCHEN
       OCLC #3626873; #28838046.

Adler, George J.

1866  A DICTIONARY OF THE GERMAN AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES . . 10th rev. ed.
       New York: D. Appelton & Co., 1866.  Two Parts in One.  [Appears to have same
       pagination as "later" 7th ed. below.]  250x163.  OCLC #1308070.

1868  A DICTIONARY OF THE GERMAN AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES . . 7th rev. ed. New
       York: D. Appelton & Company, 1868.  Two Parts in One.  251x164.  OCLC #22158163.

1888  A DICTIONARY OF THE GERMAN AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES: INDICATING THE
       ACCENTUATION OF EVERY GERMAN WORD . . New York: D. Appleton and Co.,
       1888.  249x159.
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Aelfric, Abbott of Eynsham.

1880 . . . AELFRICS GRAMMATIK UND GLOSSAR . . . VON JULIUS ZUPITZA[,] ERSTE
ABTEILUNG: TEXT UND VARIANTEN. Berlin: Weidmann, 1880. 215x135. OCLC
#2228068.

Ainsworth, Robert.

1751 THESAURUS LINGUAE LATINAE . . . DICTIONARY OF THE LATIN TONGUE . . .
ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS BY SAMUEL PATRICK . . . 3rd ed. London: by C.
& J. Ackers for W. Mount [etc.], 1751. Copy 2. 267x213. OCLC #4893594.

1798 AN ABRIDGEMENT OF THE LAST QUARTO EDITION OF AINSWORTH'S
DICITIONARY, ENGLISH AND LATIN . . . BY THOMAS MORELL . . . 5th ed. London:
By H. Baldwin and Son, 1798. Copy 2. 214x127. OCLC #10028267.

1808 AN ABRIDGEMENT OF AINSWORTH'S DICTIONARY, ENGLISH AND LATIN,
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS. BY THOMAS MORELL. 8th ed. London: J.
Johnson, R. Baldwin, Nichols and Son [etc. ], 1808. 213x128.

Aler, Paul.

1732 GRADUS AD PARNASSUM SIVE NOVUS SYNONYMORUM, EPITHETORUM . .
Prague: Typis Universitatas Carolo-Ferdinandeae, 1732. 173x102.

ALLGEMEINE DEUTSCH REAL-ENCYKLOPADIE FUR DIE GEBILDETEN STANDE.
CONVERSATIONS-LEXICON

Ambra, Raffaele d'.

1873 VOCABOLARIO NAPOLITANO-TOSCANO DOMESTICO DI ARTI E MESTIERI.
[Naples]: A spese dell'Autore, 1873. 227x151. OCLC #14960331.

Ambrosoli, Solone.

1897 VOCABOLARIETTO PEI NUMISMATICI (IN 7 LINGUE) . . . [At head of title:]
MANUALI HOEPLI. Milano: Ulrico Hoepli, 1897. 147x98. OCLC #11654112.

Amengual, Juan Jose.

1858-78 NUEVO DICCIONARIO MALLORQUIN-CASTELLANO-LATIN . . . Palma: Imprenta y
Libreria de Juan Colomar, 1858-78. 2 Vols. 303x213. OCLC #14967725.

AMERICAN DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
1898 --- . . . COMPILED AND EDITED UNDER THE IMMEDIATE SUPERVISION OF
281x206. M12:382; OCLC #20076954.

Andrews, Ethan Allen.

Brothers, 1853. 251x165. OCLC #6481878.

Brothers, 1870. 255x168. OCLC #1372221.

Andrews, Lorrin.

1836 VOCABULARY OF WORDS IN THE HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE. Lahainaluna: Press of
the High School, 1836. 223x140. OCLC #6576747.

219x135. OCLC #4430214.

Angus, Joseph.

1866 HAND-BOOK OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE. FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND
Archbell, James.
1837 A GRAMMAR OF THE BECHUANA LANGUAGE. BY JAMES ARCHBELL, WESLEYAN MISSIONARY. Graham's Town; Cape of Good Hope: Meurant and Godlonton, 1837. 223x135. OCLC #24133260.

Arnold, Theodore.

Arsy, Jean Louis d'.
1699 LE GRAND DICTIOANNAIRE FRANCOIS-FLAMAN. Amsterdam: Heirs of Antoine Schelte, 1699. 210x151.

Ash, John.

Aukerian, Haroutin.
1873 A GRAMMAR ARMENIAN AND ENGLISH BY P. PASCHAL AUCHER AND LORD BYRON. Venice: Printed in the Armenian Monastery of St. Lazarus, 1873. 176x112. OCLC #7372287.

Autenrieth, Georg.
1881 A HOMERIC DICTIONARY FOR USE IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES BASED UPON THE GERMAN OF DR. GEORG AUTENRIETH . . . TRANSLATED, WITH ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS BY ROBERT P. KEEP. New York: Harper & Bros., 1881. 183x118. OCLC #2163187.

1897 A HOMERIC DICTIONARY FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES BASED UPON THE GERMAN OF DR. GEORG AUTENRIETH TRANSLATED BY ROBERT P. KEEP REVISED BY ISAAC FLAG. New York: Harper & Bros., 1897. 184x120. OCLC #7138425.

Bailey, Nathan.

1736 MR. NATHAN BAILEY'S ENGLISH DICTIONARY, SHEWING BOTH THE ORTHOGRAPHY AND THE ORTHONIA OF THAT TONGUE . . . APPENDIX . . . BY THEODORE ARNOLD. 1st ed. Leipzig: for the Heir of the Late Mr. Gross, 1736. 208x132. OCLC #4541611.


Bailey, Rufus William.  

Baker, Anne Elizabeth.  
1854  GLOSSARY OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE WORDS AND PHRASES, WITH EXAMPLES OF THEIR COLLOQUIAL USE, AND ILLUSTRATIONS FROM VARIOUS AUTHORS TO WHICH ARE ADDED, THE CUSTOMS OF THE COUNTY. London: John Russell Smith, 1854. 2 Vols. 199x124.  OCLC #3141052.

Baker, Shirley Waldemar.  

Banerjee, Gagan Chandra.  
1894  INTRODUCTION TO THE KHARIA LANGUAGE. Calcutta: Printed at the Bengal Secretariat Press, 1894. 234x142.  OCLC #13226436.

Baraga, R. R. Bishop.  

Barclay, James.  


Barnes, William.  


Barrowman, James.  
1886  A GLOSSARY OF SCOTCH MINING TERMS. Hamilton: Printed at the Advertiser Office, by W. Naismith, 1886. 213x128.  OCLC #15038598.

Bartlett, John Russell.  
Bayly, Anselm.
1772 A PLAIN AND COMPLETE GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE; TO WHICH IS PREFIXED THE ENGLISH ACCEDENCE: WITH REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS ON A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH GRAMMAR. London: Printed by G. Bigg . . . for J. Ridley, 1772. 211x127. OCLC #11565539.

Beattie, James.
1787 SCOTICISMS ARRANGED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER DESIGNED TO CORRECT IMPROPRIETIES OF SPEECH AND WRITING. Edinburgh: Printed for William Creech and T. Cadell, 1787. 185x112. OCLC #4020205.

Beauclair, Paul Louis de.

Beissel, Ch.
1889 KORTFATTET ENGELSK GRAMMATIK . . . OG M. EDWARDS. Copenhagen: Brodrene Salmonsen [etc.], 1889. 174x111.

Benecke, Georg Friedrich.

Benloew, Louis.
1879 ANALYSE DE LA LANGUE ALBANAISE . . . Paris: Maisonneuve, 1879. 222x137. OCLC #12968342.

Benz, Johann.
1581 THESAURUS ELOCUTIONIS ORATORIAE GRECOLATINUS NOVUS EX OPTIMORUM AUTORUM RESOLUTIONE . . . Basileae: Ex Officina Heruagiana per Eusebium Episcopium, 1581. 330X211. OCLC #16105926.

Bergano, Diego.
1860 VOCABULARIO DE LA LENGUA PAMPANGA EN ROMANCE. Manila: Ramirez y Giraudier, 1860. 300x227. OCLC #1417362.

Berthelson, Andreas.

Beschi, Constantino G.

Besnier, Pierre.
Blackie, John Stuart.

Beyer, Guillaume.

Billequin, A.

Bjorkman, Eric.

Black, Richard Harrison.

Blackwell, James Shannon.

Boardman, Thomas.


Bopp, Franz.

N.D. UBER DAS GEORGISCHE IN SPRACHVERWANDTSCAFTLICHER BEZIEHUNG. N.p.: n.p., n.d. 263x211.

Bosworth, Joseph.

Bouchard, Alfred.

Boxhorn, Marcus Zuerius.
1654 MARCI ZUERII BOXHORNII ORIGINUM GALLICARUM LIBER. IN QUO VETERIS & NOBILISSIMAE GALLORUM GENTIS ORIGINES . . . CUI ACCEDIT ANTIQUAE LINGUAE BRITANNICAE LEXICON BRITANNICO-LATINUM CUM ADJECTIS & INFERTIS EIUSDEM AUTHORIS . . . Amsterdam: Joannem Janssonium, 1654. 201x151. OCLC #23884319.

Boyer, Abel.
1756 DICTIONNAIRE ROYAL, FRANCOIS-ANGLOIS ET ANGLOIS-FRANCOIS . . . Lyons: J. Marie Bruyset, 1756. 2 Vols. 256x196. OCLC #9051784.
1784 DICTIONNAIRE ROYAL FRANCOIS-ANGLOIS ET ANGLOIS-FRANCOIS . . . 16th ed. Lyons: Jean-Marie Bruyset, 1784. 2 Vols. 226x140.

Brachet, Auguste.

Bradley, Joshua.
1815 AN IMPROVED SPELLING BOOK, OR YOUTH'S LITERARY GUIDE. Windsor: Printed by Oliver Farnsworth, 1815. 161x101. OCLC #13032011.

Breton, Raymond.

Brice, Nathaniel.

Brinkley, Frank.
Brinton, Daniel Garrison.

Britten, James.

BROCKHAUS’ CONVERSATIONS-LEXIKON

Brown, John.

Brown, Irving.

Buchanan, James.
1780 A REGULAR ENGLISH SYNTAX. Philadelphia: Styner and Cist, 1780. 174x110. OCLC #15059881.

Budenz, Jozsef.

Buelna, Eustaquio.
1893 LUCES DEL OTOMI, O’GRAMATICA DEL IDIOMA QUE HABLAN LOS INDICS OTOMLES . . . Mexico: Imprenta Del Gobierno Federal, 1893. 216x144. OCLC #6902656.

Bullokar, John.

Buommattei, Benedetto.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editions</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>City, Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Busby, Thomas</td>
<td>A COMPLETE DICTIONARY OF MUSIC. TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, A FAMILIAR INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF THAT SCIENCE.</td>
<td>[1786]</td>
<td>165x89. OCLC #25129242.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calepino, Ambrogio</td>
<td>DICTIONARIUM, IN QUO RESTITUENDO ATQUE EXORNANDO HAEC PRAESTITIMUS.</td>
<td>1548</td>
<td>Venice: Aldis Filios, 1548.</td>
<td>319x215. OCLC #20033999.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DICTIOMARIUM, IN QUO RESTITUENDO ATQUE EXORNANDO HAEC PRAESTITIMUS . . .</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>Venice: [Aldus le jeune], 1581. Two Parts in One.</td>
<td>301x205. OCLC #21704480.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DICTIOMARIUM, QUANTA MAXIMA AC FIDE AC DILIGENTIA ACCURATE EMENDATUM . . . Lyons: FFr.</td>
<td>1681</td>
<td>2 Vols. 397x256. OCLC #14589824.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEPTEM LINGUARUM CALEPINUS. HOC EST LEXICON LATINUM, VARIA LINGUARUM INTERPRETATIONE ADJECTA IN USUM SEMINARII PATAVINI. EDITIO SEXTA EMENDATOR &amp; AUCTION.</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>Padua: Typiis Seminarii, apud Joannem Manfre, 1746. 2 Vols. 361x245.</td>
<td>OCLC #3687542.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAMDEN'S BRITANNIA, NEWLY TRANS LATED INTO ENGLISH: WITH LARGE ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS. PUBLISHED BY EDMUND GIBSON, OF QUEEN'S COLLEGE IN OXFORD.</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>London: Printed by F. Collins, for A. Swalle; A. &amp; J. Churchil, 1695. 384x228. OCLC #1183913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAMDEN'S BRITANNIA, NEWLY TRAN SLATED INTO ENGLISH: WITH LARGE ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS. PUBLISHED BY EDMUND GIBSON, OF QUEEN'S COLLEGE IN OXFORD.</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>London: Printed by F. Collins, for A. Swalle; A. &amp; J. Churchil, 1695. Copy 2. 386x225. OCLC #1183913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BRITAN NIA: OR A CHOROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, TOGETHER WITH THE ADJACENT ISLANDS. WRITTEN IN LATIN . . . AND TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH, WITH ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS . .</td>
<td>1722</td>
<td>London: Printed by Mary Matthews, for Awnsham Churchill, 1722. 2 Vols. 386x225. OCLC #7424243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Campbell, Donald.

Campbell, Graham, Mrs.
1861  LOUISA'S METRICAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR. London: Published for the Authoress, 1861. 175x118. OCLC #27137307.

Cannecattim, Bernardo Maria de.
1804  DICCIONARIO DA LINGUA BUNDA, OU ANGOENSE, EXPLICADA NA PORTUGUEZA, E LATINA . . . Lisbon: Impressao Regia, 1804. 208x147. OCLC #4685253.

Carew, Bampfylde-Moore.
1812  THE SURPRISING ADVENTURES OF BAMPFYLDE MOORE CAREW . . . Tiverton: W. Salter, 1812. 174x111. OCLC #10581940.

Carew, Richard.

Carpenter, Stephen H.

Carpenter, Thomas.
1816  AN ENGLISH VOCABULARY . . . MISCELLANIES . . . 2ND ED., CORR. London: for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1816. 173x102.

Carr, William.

Castelli, Nicollo di.

Castil-Blaze, Francois.

Castillo y Orozco, Eugenio del.
Cater, Philip.

Chambaud, Louis.

Chamereau, N.
1744 NYT DANSK-FRANSKT OG LATINSK LEXICON . . . DICTIONNAIRE NOUVEAU DANOIS, FRANCOIS, LATIN. Copenhagen: Albrecht Edelberg, 1744. 2 Vols. 200x161.

Choffin, David Estienne.

Cicero, Marcus Tullius.

Clarke, Thomas.

Cleishbotham, the Younger.

Coats, James.
1747 A NEW DICTIONARY OF HERALDRY, EXPLAINING THE TERMS US'D IN THAT SCIENCE, WITH THEIR ETYMOLOGY . . . London: for Aaron Ward and James Buckland, 1747. 191x117. OCLC #32137151.

Cobb, Lyman.
1834 COBB'S SPELLING BOOK, BEING A JUST STANDARD FOR PRONOUNCING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE . . . Lewistown, PA: Hickok & Shugert, 1834. 161x100.

Cobbett, William.
Codrington, Robert Henry.
1896  A DICTIONARY OF THE LANGUAGE OF THE MOTA, SUGARLOAF ISLAND,
     BANKS' ISLANDS. BY REV. R. H. CODRINGTON . . . AND VEN J. PALMER . . .
     WITH A SHORT GRAMMAR AND INDEX.  London: Society for Promoting Christian
     Knowledge, 1896.  182x120.  OCLC #16337317.

Colange, Leo de.
1878  ZELL'S CONDENSED CYCLOPEDIA: AN ABRIDGED LIBRARY AND UNIVERSAL
     REFERENCE WORK . . .  Philadelphia: T. Ellwood Zell, Davis & Co.; Bloomington, ILL:
     Charles R. Brodix, 1878.  250x164.  OCLC #26240494.

Coles, Elisha.
1707  A DICTIONARY, ENGLISH-LATIN AND LATIN-ENGLISH CONTAINING ALL
     THINGS NECESSARY . . . 6th ed. enlarged.  London: Printed by F. C.  for Peter Parker,
     1707.  191x123.
1719  A DICTIONARY, ENGLISH-LATIN AND LATIN-ENGLISH CONTAINING ALL
     1719.  193x117.
1727  A DICTIONARY, ENGLISH-LATIN AND LATIN-ENGLISH . . . 11th ed. corrected.

Collier, John.
1806  THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF TIM BOBBIN, ESQ. CONTAINING HIS VIEW
     #3564594.
1839  THE LANCASHIRE DIALECT, OR TUMMUS AND MEARY . . . Manchester, Eng:
     William Willis, 1839.  172x104.

Collyer, John.
1681  THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF GRAMMAR 1735.  Nottingham: Printed and sold by
     OCLC #4611102. Facsimile.

Comenius, Johann Amos.
1681  TRIERTIUM CATHOLICUM BY JOHN AMOS COMENIUS.  Comenius Jubilee facsimile
     Company, 1922.  221x136.  OCLC #7084888. Facsimile.

Contarini, Pietro.
1852  DIZIONARIO TASCABILE DELLE VOCI E FRASI PARTOCOLARI DEL DIALETTO
     VENEZIANO.  Venice: Cecchini, 1852.  142x101.  OCLC #14978786.

Cooke, Thomas.
1796  THE UNIVERSAL LETTER-WRITER: OR THE NEW ART OF POLITE
     CORRESPONDENCE. CONTAINING A COURSE OF INTERESTING ORIGINAL
     LETTERS . . . TO WHICH IS ADDED, THE COMPLETE PETITIONER . . . ALSO, A
     NEW, PLAIN, AND EASY GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND
     DIRECTIONS FOR ADDRESSING PERSONS OF ALL RANKS EITHER IN WRITING
     OR DISCOURSE.  London: Printed for A. Millar, W. Law and R. Cater; York: Printed for
     Wilson, Spence, and Mawman, 1796.  167x100.

Cori, Angelo Maria.
     170x102.  OCLC #15479214.
Corneille, Thomas.
1708  DICTIONNAIRE UNIVERSEL, GEOGRAPHIQUE ET HISTORIQUE . . . Paris: Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1708. 3 Vols. 382x250. OCLC #24470105.

Creighton, James.
1808  A DICTIONARY OF THE SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES . . . London: Heney & Haddon, and sold by W. Baynes; W. Kent [etc.], 1808. 170x101. OCLC #11553073.

Crook, William H.

Cubi y Soler, Mariano.

Cutbush, James.

Dahnert, Johann Carl.
1781  PLATT-DEUTSCHES WORTERBUCH . . . POMMERSCHEN UND RUGISCHEN MUNDART. 1st ed. Stralsund [Ger.]: Christian Lorenz Struck, 1781. 196x156. OCLC #21984762.

Dalin, A. F.

Dasypodius, Peter.

Davies, Edward.
1804  CELTIC RESEARCHES, ON THE ORIGIN, TRADITIONS, & LANGUAGE, OF THE ANCIENT BRITONS; WITH SOME INTRODUCTORY SKETCHES ON PRIMITIVE SOCIETY. London: Printed for the Author, and Sold by J. Booth, 1804. 245x157. OCLC #1888414.

Davies, John, Rev.
Davis, Marcus.  

De Seze, J. B. A. M.  

Deheque, Felix Desire.  

Devarius, Mattheus.  
1700  . . . DE PARTICULIS GRAECAE LINGUAE LIBER PARTICULARIS . . . Amsterdam: Joannem Wolters, 1700. 131x70. OCLC #9395832.

Devis, Ellin.  
1782  MISCELLANEOUS LESSONS, DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF YOUNG LADIES. ON A NEW PLAN. London: printed for the author and sold by John Fielding, 1782. 158x87. OCLC #11207748.

Dickinson, William.  

DICTIONNAIRE PORTATIF POUR APPRENDRE FACILEMENT L'ORTHOGRAPHE  
1780?  --- . . Lyons: Masurier, ca. 1780  182x120.

DICTIONARIUM LATINO-ANAMITICUM VOCABULORUM QUAE CONTINENTUR IN LIBRO NUNCUPATO EPITOME HISTORIAE  
1868  --- . . Saigon: ex typis missionis, 1868. 195x126.

DICTIONARIUM: QUOD GEMMA GEMARUM VOCANT.  
1511  ---.  NUPER CASTIGATUM. Cologne: Martinus de Werdena, 1511. 198x129.

DICTIONNAIRE DU BAS-LANGAGE, DES MANIERES DE PARLER USITEES PARMI LE PEUPLE  

Diez, Friedrich Christian.  
1853  ETYMOLOGISCHES WORTERBUCH DER ROMANISCHEN SPRACHEN. Bonn: Adolph Marcus, 1853. 226x129. OCLC #3786997.

1836-44  GRAMMATIK DER ROMANISCHEN SPRACHEN. Bonn: Eduard Weber, 1836-44. 3 Vols. 210x133. OCLC #4901445.
Dinsdale, Frederick.
1849 A GLOSSARY OF PROVINCIAL WORDS USED IN TEESDALE I THE COUNTY OF DURHAM. London: J. R. Smith, 1849. 201x120. OCLC #03141540.

Dixon, B. Homer.
1857 SURNAMES . . . FOR PRIVATE DISTRIBUTION. Boston: [Printed by John Wilson & Son], 1857. 236x137. OCLC #17958179.

Dixon, James Main.

Donnegan, James.

Donner, Otto.
1874-88 VERGLEICHENDES WORTERBUCH DER FINNISCH-UGRISCHEN SPRACHEN. Helsinki: Frenckell & Sons, 1874-88. Three Volumes in One. 222x138. OCLC #14996552.

Douglas, Carstairs.

Du Wes, Giles.

Duret, Claude.
1619 THRESOR DE L’HISTOIRE DES LANGUES DE CEST UNIVERS, CONTENANT LES ORIGINES, BEAUTEZ, PERFECTIONS, DECADENCES, MUTATIONS, CHANGEMENTS, CONVERSIONS, & RUINES DES LANGUES . . . 2nd ed. Yverdon: De l'imprimerie de la Societe Helvetiale Caldoresqui, 1619. ["Mutations" lacks "o" in title above.] 237x155. OCLC #10635438.

Dyche, Thomas.
1793 A GUIDE TO THE ENGLISH TONGUE: IN TWO PARTS . . . TO WHICH IS NOW ADDED, AN APPENDIX . . . 100th ed. London: Printed for J. & M. Robertson, 1793. 165x101.

Dyer, Samuel.
Earnshaw, Christopher.
[1816] **ORTHOEPY SIMPLIFIED . . . DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE . . .**
Leeds: Edw. Baines; and sold by Mawman, London; Constable and Co., Edinburgh [etc.],
[1816]. 153x109.

Eberhard, Johann August.
1831 **SYNONYMISCHES HANDWORTERBUCH DER DEUTSCHEN SPRACHE . . . 6th**

Eckhart, Johann Georg von.
1711 **HISTORIA STUDII ETYMOLOGICI LINGUAE GERMANICAЕ HACTENUS IMPENSI .**
. . Hanover: Nicolaus Foerster, 1711. 156x95. OCLC #8173606.

THE EDINBURGH ANNUAL REGISTER, FOR 1811.
1813 Edinburgh: James Ballantyne and Co., 1813. Volume Four, Part Two. 224x114. OCLC
#4043682.

Edmondston, Thomas.
1866 **AN ETYMOLOGICAL GLOSSARY OF THE SHETLAND & ORKNEY DIALECT . . .**
London and Berlin: Asher & Co., 1866. 220x141. OCLC #6444203.

Edwards, Tryon.
1856 **THE WORLD'S LACONICS; OR THE BEST THOUGHTS OF THE BEST AUTHORS.**
**IN PROSE AND POETRY . . . WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY WILLIAM B. SPRAGUE.**
New York: Published by M. W. Dodd, 1856. 177x117. OCLC #8340121.

Egilsson, Sveinbjorn.
1860 **LEXICON POETICUM ANTIQUAE LINGUAE SEPTENTRIONALIS . . .** Hafniae: J. D.
Quist & Co., 1860. 248x164. OCLC #14110151.

Ek, Johann Gustav.
1861 **DANSK-SWENSK ORDBOK . . .** Lund [Sweden]: C. W. K. Gleerups, 1861. 215x130.
OCLC #16205284.

Ellis, Alexander John.
1869 **ON EARLY ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO**
SHAKESPEARE AND CHAUCER, CONTAINING AN INVESTIGATION OF THE**
CORRESPONDENCE OF WRITING WITH SPEECH IN ENGLAND FROM THE**
ANGLOSAXON PERIOD TO THE PRESENT DAY, PRECEDED BY A SYSTEMATIC**
NOTATION OF ALL SPOKEN SOUNDS BY MEANS OF THE ORDINARY PRINTING**
TYPES, INCLUDING A RE-ARRANGEMENT OF PROF. F. J. CHILD'S MEMOIRS ON**
THE LANGUAGE OF CHAUCER AND GOWER, AND REPRINTS OF THE RARE**
TRACTS BY SLESBURY ON ENGLISH, 1547, AND WELCH, 1567, AND BY**
BARCLAY [sic] ON FRENCH, 1521. BY SALESBURY ON ENGLISH, 1547, AND**
WELCH, 1567, AND BY BARCLAY ON FRENCH, 1521. London: Published for the**
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